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1. Executive summary 



Executive summary 

● Target audiences

- Women:
They generally represent less than 30% of the digital workforce,
and are not considered for field jobs. They are most represented in
low-skilled jobs, such as data entry or call centers. The more technical
the job, the fewer number of women can be found within the position.

- Young graduates:
Many demonstrate an absence of practical knowledge and concrete
skills. Attitude towards work are sometimes problematic, with
differences between expectations and reality. Also, workplace
behaviour and etiquette is yet to be understood by many, and there is
an important lack of communication: understanding and being
understood in English can result difficult for this target audience.

- People with disabilities (PWD):
PWD experience difficulties to accessing specialized education and
often a lack of specific accompaniment from professionals within the
school system. This leads to an important dropout rate. PWD are an
audience difficult to mobilize since the family is often reluctant to
allow them independence and lack ambition for them. But, there is a
real effect of job placement and training on the trainees’ lives and
social environment as a whole.

● Educational system and skill gap 
Tertiary education expanded more than fourfold, from 8.4
million students in 2000-01 to 37.4 million in 2018-19. Now that
the quantity of students has increased, India has a problem of
quality. There is no alignment between what is taught in
universities and the reality of the job market.
The education system concentrates on theoretical exams,
especially in the IT industry. Students are therefore not skilled
enough because of the lack of practical knowledge and actual
coding experience.

● Nevertheless, degrees remain important
During the interviews, employers insisted on the importance of
a degree, at least a bachelor, when considering a candidate for a
specific position. An official recognition of a candidate’s skills is
mandatory for almost every company. However, some of them
are open to considering candidates who are not graduates but
have a certification or a diploma.

● In-house trainings
According to employers we discussed with, conversion rate 
from CV screening to employment is very low. To compensate 
the skill gap, companies implement in-house trainings. Generally, 
the new hires entering companies are hired in batches and 
receive trainings (from two weeks to two months) on a specific 
technology or domain. 

Context 



● Web and mobile development
In the three cities we studied, a large number of
companies expressed a need for full stack
developers as well as a shortage in the supply of
talents that are technically skilled, able to perform
well, and understand the requirements of working
within a company setting.

● Data / Data Science / Analytics
We found a need for employees able to
manipulate data in the three cities and even more
so in Mumbai, due to the presence of many
corporations and BFSI companies, which have
major concerns about storing, securizing,
analysing and using data.

● Hardware networking / CCNA
This is another highly demanded profession,
especially where we can find a high number of
outsourcing companies (such as customer
technical support or network support). These
employees must be able to work on, maintain,
and resolve problems linked to companies’
internal networks and hardware.

Executive summary Need for skills Even though we firmly believe in a
skill based approach, i.e an
approach that focuses on skills
rather than on technologies and
languages, it will be important to
mention the following
technologies, as they are very
much demanded on the job
market:

Most demanded languages: 

HTML CSS C++
PHP .net Java 

Python   R 

Frameworks: 

AngularJS    
MySQL

For a Junior 
developer, the

average salary is: 

between 250k 
and 380k 
INR/year

Source: Glassdoor.co.in, average

from active job postings on March

18th, 2020

● English, a required skill
A working level of English is mandatory for
finding and successfully carrying out a job. Many
lower level universities conduct studies in a
vernacular medium and the students do not
master English, which prevents them from being
able to take on an adequate position in the
workforce.
Mastering English is the transversal skill that
will most empower trainees and help them to
be placed in a professional setting.

● Soft skills are as important as the
technical skills and should not be
separated

¤ A need for communication skills was
expressed by a large portion of the interviewed
employers: employees must be able to
understand what is asked of them, to be able to
ask questions, and to communicate about their
work.
¤ Confidence and ability to learn new things: It
has been mentioned that new hires have a
tendency to focus on what they already know,
instead of acting to gain new abilities.



2. Scope and methodology 
of the study 



Digital economy
Scope of the study 

Interlocutors and sources :

- Official sources of data: Government, States,

Professional federations, Digital associations, etc

- Partner NGOs or organizations that work with our

target audiences (Neets, women, people with

disabilities)

- Companies : Capgemini India, other IT companies,

companies with an important IT Department,

Small/Middle market companies,

startups/scaleups, etc

Geographical area : India with the focus on

three major cities :

- Mumbai

- Delhi

- Bangalore

These cities were chosen for being located in

the top three states in terms of hiring

activity

It must be noted that due to the COVID-19 outbreak, the study had to

be cut short of five days and some of the last interviews, mostly in

Bangalore, had to be canceled.

The market study aims at assessing the needs in the Indian digital job market, and ensuring a proper adaptation of the trainings to

the local context. In the frame of the knowledge partnership, this study is an essential first phase in order for Simplon.co,

Capgemini and its Partners to ensure an in-depth understanding of the local labor market needs and ensure full employability of

the trainees and their successful placement.



Methodology

How ? Collecting and analysing data in order to understand the market’s

needs for skills and training :

- Documentary research and literature review for global data such as

socio-economical context, need for skills, unemployment statistics,

place in job market of our target audience, government digital strategy,

etc. Keeping in mind that there can be difficulties in terms of

accessibility and disponibility of such data.

- Benchmark of other coding bootcamps or digital training projects

present on our locations.

- Elaboration of material for the field visit : mapping of relevant actors,

development of an interview guide, reports of meetings, etc

- Field mission in Mumbai, Delhi and Bangalore, 10 days each, during

which completed several interviews per city with relevant actors and

interlocutors of the sector or that have a strong link with tech jobs.

● Our interlocutors : 

Mumbai : 
- Wipro 
- Capgemini India
- Cloudstrats 
- LDS Technology 
- Essar Limited 
- AQM Technologies
- Orange Business and services
- BNP Paribas 
- AQM
- Globant (Pune)

Delhi : 
- Orange Business Services 

- Adaan Digital Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

- Uneecops Technologies Ltd.

- Aditya Infotech Ltd.

- Precision Infomatic (M) Pvt. Ltd.

- Binary Semantics

- Atria Convergence Technologies (ACT)

- Aforeserve.co

- Trignodev Software Pvt Ltd

Bangalore : 
- Société Générale
- Wipro 
- Cumulation technologies Pvt. Ltd.

Goals : 

● Assessing the trends and the needs for digital skills in India for large digital

companies as well as SME

● Understanding the participation of our target audiences (women, PWD,

NEETS) in the Indian job market, and in particular in the IT sector, with a focus

on obstacles both on the demand and on the supply sides

● Analysing the transformative effects of digital technologies on specific

sectors of the Indian economy and the job creation potential

● Exploring HR practices and expectations regarding digital talents



3. Key Figures on the 
Indian Digital Economy
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industry revenue in FY 2018-2019 

KEY FIGURES ON INDIA’S DIGITAL 
ECONOMY*

3.9 million were employed within the Indian 
digital economy in 2018

in India’s digital sector in 2018

professionals

jobs created

+105 000

164
billions

growth in the IT sector export revenue
of India between FY2017-2018 and
FY2018-2019

16%

India holds a 55% share 

as an outsourcing destination

ICT sector represents 8% of the Indian GDP (2017)

18.69%
of women 

were employed at top level positions 
in the ICT sector

Source : NASSCOM

IT lobby Nasscom has indicated that the demand for

digitally-skilled workforce will rise at 35%
compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) between
FY 2019-2023.

15 to 20% 
return on 

investment 

estimated by an NSDC survey for 
investors willing to put funds in 

training in IT sector

2.3 to 2.7 
million

digitally skilled professionals will be 
needed in 2023 (at current trajectory), 
according to Kirti Seth, Industry Lead, 

Futureskills, Nasscom

*Digital economy : term that refers to economic activities that are based on 
technologies and digital tools. 



A rapidly growing IT sector increasing the demand for 
tech talent in India
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Digital economy

Artificial intelligence related start 
ups in 2018

Tech startups in 2018 in India

Year on year growth in the IT 
sector is expected in the coming 
years 

The largest employing states, with the majority of jobs 

located in Mumbai, New Delhi, Bangalore

Maharashtra, Karnataka 
and Delhi7200+ 

400+

10%

of Indian businesses consider 
reskilling their existing workforce for 
digital adoption, to be critical for 
their growth.

85%
According to India Skills Report 2020, Tamil Nadu will be the 
state with the highest hiring activity in 2020

Source : India Skills report, 2020



Impacts of IT job creations on society and avoided costs 
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Digital economy

● What does unemployment cost to society :

- In March 2020, Center for Monitoring Indian Economy Pvt
estimated the unemployment rate around 8%. (Due to the
COVID-19 lockdown, this figure rose to an estimated 20%)

- The informal sector represents estimatedly 92% of jobs (ILO,
2016).

For the State and for society in general, this represents a crucial loss
of income, since no taxes or salary charges can be collected. This
prevents the wealth redistribution to the most fragile members of
society and participates in the reproduction of inequalities.

● The impact of IT job creations

- Informal jobs replaced by formal, well-paid and decent jobs
allow a reinjection of cash into the public system in the form of
taxes.

- Employees are proven to be more productive in formal jobs
and the value added of their work can be doubled compared to
informal ones.

- A person occupying a formal job position can access social
security and workplace benefits, which reflects on public
health and well being.

- Average salary in India is 1.3 lakhs INR/year. In the IT sector, a
junior developer is paid double this amount (average salary :
250 to 380 000 INR/year).

● What do unfilled vacancies and turnover cost to companies
?

- Cost of new hire : usually 50-60% of salary of the employee

- Someone overqualified will demand at least 10% more over

the salary (each year)

Direct costs :

- Research for new employees (headhunting, cost of HR

department)

- Additional costs related to restarting the recruitment process,

payment of a new salary and training of the candidate

Indirect costs :

- employee integration

- training costs

- lost business opportunities

- service disruption

Consequences :

➔ Important waste of time and a loss of revenue

➔ Investment in upskilling/reskilling of employees Rs 1000

Cr/year

➔ The high cost of an overqualified employee

➔ Employees work extra time

- loss of team motivation

- drop in productivity

- bad image of the company

- overwork for employees



Individual

Companies Training organizations

NSDC 

NASSCOM

IT training

India digital training landscape

- Increase in income through digital training and
access to a better paid, more decent job

- Digitally skilled individual can transfer the digital
literacy to his/her family, creating a ripple effect

- Contribution to national income

- IT industry revenue of 164 billion dollars
in FY 2018-2019

- 10% year-on-year growth is expected in
the IT sector in the coming years

- Difficulties in recruitment for IT related
jobs, because of the high need for skills

- Risk of not finding adequate candidates
might lead to poaching of talent between
companies

- Mr Manish Kumar, CEO NSDC (National Skills
Development Corporation) said “222 million people
needed skills training in India”

- According to a NSDC recent survey, return on
investment of between 15 and 20 per cent for
investors willing to put money into the sector.

- NSDC trying to bridge the skill gap by implementing
vocational trainings

- Expect a need of more than 2 million
professionals in year 2023

- Out of the 3.9 million professional
working in IT as of today, it is estimated
that 2 million will need reskilling

- Implementing “Skills for employability”
program, aiming to bridge the skill gap
and train current and future industry skill
needs

- Need to align with the job market’s
needs and bridge the skill gap

- Hands-on practical training
implemented

- To train individuals from low
income/vulnerable backgrounds,
necessity to adapt the pedagogy and
contents, with a special focus on soft
skills

- The spread of Information and Communication
Technologies across all business sectors to enhance
its productivity, a flagship programme of the
Government of India with a vision to transform India
into a digitally empowered society and knowledge
economy

Ministry of Electronics & 
Information Technology



4. Target audiences 



Women are underrepresented in technical jobs 

Women represent 48% of the Indian population but didn’t benefit as
much as men from the country’s fast economical growth :

- Less than ⅓ women are working or actively looking for a job
- In 2018, women represented less than 25% of the workforce

and their contribution to GDP is 18% (global average 37%)
- Most of the work they do is unpaid, informal and unprotected
- It is estimated that the financial impact of an equal

participation of women to India’s economy could generate
about $770 billion of added GDP by 2025

- 68.3% of women graduates do not have paid jobs in urban
India

Source :  McKinsey Global Institute analysis
India Skills Report, 2019

Women in IT :

- Only 29% of internet users are women

- Roles such as Testing engineers have higher participation

of women (percentage greater than 40%) whereas roles

like Program Manager, Consultants, and Technical

Architects have the least percentage of women (less than

15%), proving that higher the ladder, lower the

participation of women.

Key learnings from interviews and visits : 

- Women represent generally less than 30% of the digital 
workforce 

- Women are not considered for field jobs 
- Women are represented in low-skilled jobs, such as data entry 

or call centers, but the more technical, the less women can be 
found. 

- Employers are keen to achieve parity in their teams, but there
remains difficulty in finding enough female candidates

- MNCs have diversity policies, of which one pillar is generally the
inclusion of more women in the workforce.

- Women professionals may have to drop out of the 
regular workforce because of family obligations. The 
possibility of freelancing or at least working from home in 
an IT career could prove interesting in remobilizing women 
in the workforce and help them re-enter it after a 
pregnancy. 

Source :  McKinsey Global Institute analysis
Digital India, 2019



PWD suffer from lack of specific support 

Under India's Disability Act (1995), a person with a disability is
anyone who suffers at least 40 percent impairment from a
medical issue such as blindness, low vision, leprosy, hearing
problems, locomotor disability, mental retardation or mental
illness.

People with disability represent around 2% of the population
of India :

- More than 30 million people
- 72% live in rural areas
- 59% are males
- 61.6% are literate above the age of 7
- 1.6% of PWD aged 15 or more completed a

vocational/technical training
- 23.8% labour force participation
- 82.3% female PWD are unemployed

initiatives 

Key learnings from interviews and visits : 
- PWD is an audience difficult to mobilize since the family is 

often reluctant to their independence and lack ambition 
for them

- There exists multiple organizations working with PWDs, 
so there is a process of checking if the NGO is reliable and 
of choosing between differents offers from the NGOS

- Lack of confidence 
- Difficulties with social interactions 

- Strong need for specialized trainings 
- Real effect of job placement and training on the trainees’ lives and 

whole social circle

Difficulties to access specialized education due to :
- distance from domicile
- absence of knowledge of the existing infrastructures
- administrative difficulties for admissions
- financial resources
- family circle reluctant

In public schools :
- lack of specific accompaniment from a professional support in class
- infrastructures not adapted
- scribes for examinations only

This explains the fact that PWD are often in a school drop out situation and
the low percentage of graduates.

Government initiatives towards PWD :
- states provide a pension (amount differs) that is generally not

enough for a person to live
ex : In Delhi, 2500 INR per month

- existence of special employment centers where PWD register but
concrete help is minimal

- Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act 2016 the reservation from 3%
to up to 5% of Government jobs and a 3% quota in promotion for the
PwDs in Public sector jobs (disabilityjobs.gov.in, Department of
Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities, Ministry of Social Justice
and Empowerment).

- PWD are entitled to concessions for train travel for themselves and
one accompanying person by presenting their Disability Certificate.

Source

http://statisticstimes.com/demographics/


Youth lacks employability

Key learnings from interviews and visits :

- Young employees, freshers, often have expectations about
the job that do not match reality : they directly want high
level tasks, high level salary, that do not represent their
skills

- They generally need better behavioural skills and workplace
etiquette: grooming, communication and discipline are
recurrently described as insufficient

- They lack job seeking skills : when entering companies
recruiting process, it is sometimes clear that young
graduates are not fully aware of the job descriptions and
apply without making sure the position suits their abilities
and experience

The Indian government initiative aiming at bridging the gap between the
unskilled youth and the skills requirements of the Industry:

The NEEM scheme

- A program designed by the government as an internship or on-the-
job training system

- Launched to convert degree holders into skilled workforce
- Included in the “Make in India” initiative to develop local

capabilities and technical skills
- Aims at improving the level of young graduates and help them be

industry-ready
- The Neem trainees are provided a mix of theoretical classes and

on-the-job training, mostly in the manufacturing industry
- Importance of behavioural skills and culture building
- 3 to 36 months program, depending on the requirements

Source : CLR Skills Training Foundation 

- Youth unemployment rate (age group 15-29) is 13.6%
Females and 17.4% males in Rural areas.

- In urban areas, the Youth unemployment rate is 18.7% for
males and 27.2% for females.

- Over 30% of India’s youth aged 15-29 years are ‘not in
employment, education or training’ (NEETs), faring much
worse than other major developing countries (cf. chart
hereafter)

Sources: Annual report, PFLS, 2017/2018
OECD Economic Surveys: India 2017

https://www.livemint.com/Money/JYalqNRTOtaQCIU4EuXGRO/More-than-30-of-Indias-youth-not-in-employment-shows-OECD.html


5. Indian educational system 



Context

The quantity of students enrolled in the tertiary education
system is improving but there is a problem of quality :

- Tertiary education in India has increased rapidly between
2000/01 and 2018/19: from 8,4 to 37.4 million in these 18
years (with 48.6% of the total enrolment being female). The
number of educative institutions has also increased
significantly.

However, higher education is not reaching lower income students
:

- Only 1 out of 10 young people can access higher education in
India, mostly among the highest social categories.

- Tertiary education could be expanded, especially for middle
and low income students.

To address this issue, the Indian government has put in place a
reservation policy :

- Disadvantaged groups such as Scheduled Tribes, Scheduled
castes and Backward classes have a specific percentage of
seats reserved. *

- Nevertheless, in many large states, fewer than 20% of
students enrolled in higher education in 2018-19 were
scheduled caste or scheduled tribe

The tertiary educational system improving its reach with some limits

An important part of the
population is between
15 and 24 years old: in
working and skilling age,
showing the importance
of education and
training in order to lead
India towards an
inclusive future.

*Before 2019, the reservation was provided mainly on the basis of social and

educational backwardness (caste). However, after the 103rd constitutional

amendment in 2019, economic backwardness is also considered.

universities are listed on AISHE (All India Survey on Higher 
Education portal) and allowed to deliver a diploma 

are for female students only 

colleges identified by the AISHE

students enrolled in B. tech and B.E in 2018-2019

993

39 931

Now that there is an important quantity of institutions, the problem
that is rising is the quality of the education provided.

16

Source Unesco

37 lakh

http://www.aishe.gov.in/aishe/home
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://uis.unesco.org/country/IN&sa=D&ust=1585567773161000&usg=AFQjCNFBjWssG21JVnpjZFJgA08lbRr8TQ


Skill gap

Colleges and universities have little autonomy in their
curriculum :

- This leads to them having little latitude in determining
goals and priorities, in selecting leaders, deciding faculty
appointments or research priorities, on designing the
curriculum, structure and content of programs and
examinations.

- With little flexibility in determining what students learn,
they cannot equip students with the skills needed by a
changing industry

Changes in higher education syllabus take lot of time, and by the
time a change is made, it is obsolete.

Indian education system concentrates on theoretical exams,
especially in the IT industry:

- Students are not skilled enough because of the lack of practical
knowledge and students are not taught to be independent, as
even placement is done by the universities.

- An average graduate/degree holder in India lacks important
skills starting from spoken English to E-mail etiquette and
communication

- Students are not encouraged to think in an analytical manner
or learn by themselves and “see beyond what is asked” (cf. Ankit 
Gupta’s interview, lead developer for Essar Limited)  

- The lack of practice leads to a lack of confidence and problems 
in communication 

A clear mismatch between the needs of the industry and the skill set of the graduates 

Increasing demand for skilled workers is not being
met by the Indian education and skills system.
Increased and better quality vocational training
and on-the-job training might help address this.

OECD Policy Brief, India Education and skill, Nov. 
2014 

Sitel “Lot of new graduates 

are bookish - they have no 

practical knowledge” *

OBS “Out of 100 people, I’ll 

select 5, for a B+ college”*

*Extracts from interviews

Candidates seek technical
skills based on available job
openings, but still lack
communication, planning,
presentation, and soft skills
as awareness on importance
of these does not exist.



National Skills Development Corporation A government initiative to bridge the gap 

Becoming aware of the skill gap, the Indian government is putting in
place initiatives to address this issue. NSDC was set up to answer
the Indian job market's need for more qualified talent.

The National Skills Development Corporation :

- Is a not-for-profit public limited company, set up by the
Ministry of Finance.

- The Government of India, through the Ministry of Skill
Development & Entrepreneurship, holds 49% of the share
capital of NSDC, and the private sector 51%.

- Promotes skill development by catalyzing creation of large,
quality and for-profit vocational institutions

- Provides funding to build scalable and profitable
vocational training initiatives: they facilitate and fund the
work of private sector training institutions.

- The objective is to contribute significantly to the overall
target of skilling up of people in India, by fostering private
sector initiatives in skill development programmes.

To date, NSDC has :

- 11000+ training centres
- 462 partners.

Source https://nsdcindia.org

Three key roles :

● Funding and incentivising:
Provides financement such as loans or grants to help the
institutions create viable business models

● Enabling support services:
Contribute with a number of support services such as curriculum,
quality assurance, technology platforms, and setting up
standards and accreditation systems in partnership with the
industry

● Shaping/creating :
Identifies skills needed by the job market and develops models
for the development of said skills.

Apprenticeship :

NSDC also acts as an apprenticeship platform to put in contact
companies looking for an apprentice and candidates:

- Classroom learning for a short period of time
- On-the-job training in a partner company for several months.

NSDC contributes to the framing of the relationship between the
employer and the apprentice employee.

Via the National Apprenticeship Promotion Scheme (NAPS), the
government of India also decided to provide financial support to
establishments that undertake apprenticeship programs.

https://nsdcindia.org


6. IT skilling in India 



Digital bootcamps flourishing to bridge the skill gap 

With an exception for a few NASSCOM-led
reskilling/upskilling trainings :

- less costly for trainees
- directed towards specific target audiences such

as women
- shorter duration
- but the participants need to already be

employed in the IT domain (specialization)

General characteristics :
- Very costly :

Range from 10k INR to more than 1 lakh for a full course

- Intensive
5 days a week for several weeks of classroom training

- Without a specific action towards vulnerable
audiences

The price itself can be one filter for the most fragile
trainees and the awareness of needing a complementary
training is another.

A FEW EXAMPLES : 

- The Hacking school
Curriculum : Full Stack intensive training, mobile and web development and blockchain
Location : Bangalore, Delhi, Hyderabad and Mumbai
Criteria : clearing the interview, no need to be qualified. For unqualified, there is also a
possibility for a 4 weeks pre-bootcamp
Duration :13 weeks
Tuition : ₹ 92000/- A Downpayment of ₹ 22000 /- and pay after the course is done; after
employment.

- Jaaga
Curriculum : Computer engineering foundation (Python, Web and IoT projects)
Location : Bangalore
Criteria : Reasonable English reading and speaking skills, Must know how to use a
computer, motivation
Duration : 12 weeks
Tuition : ₹ 40,000 + 18% GST

- Byte Academy
Curriculum : Python, Data science and Intro to Python
Location : Bangalore, Mumbai
Criteria : passing the interviews, no coding experience needed, motivation is key
Duration : 4 to 12 weeks depending on the depth of the course
Tuition : from ₹ 12,000 and go up to ₹ 1.15L - depending on the depth of course

IT vocational trainings 



Digital India Internship Scheme 

Objective:
An opportunity for a student to secure first hand and practical work
experience under the guidance of a qualified and experienced
Supervisor/Mentor. It also aims at active participation in the
learning process through experimentation and putting into
practice the knowledge acquired in the classrooms

Duration:
2 two-month internship that will be offered twice a year. The
summer internship during May and June and winter internship
during December and January. Extendable up to three months,
depending on the performance of the candidate

Eligibility :
(a) Indian students from recognized universities in India who have 
secured at least 60% marks in the last held degree or certificate 
examination
(b) pursuing B.Tech/B.E., and are in the 2nd/3rd year of the 10+2+4 
pattern of education
(c) pursuing integrated degree course or dual degree (B.E./B.Tech, 
M.E./M.Tech.) and are in the 4th/5th year of the 10+2+5 pattern of 
education.

IT skilling in India

Areas of Internship :
Electronics, Information Technology, Cyber law, Digital Forencis,
Malware Analysis, Mobile Governance, Cloud Computing, Digital
Literacy, Digital Payments, Electronic Equipment Safety Testing

Remuneration :
₹ 10000/- monthly payment to intern as token.

Application process :
meity.gov.in/schemes/applications need to be
sponsored/forwarded by the Institution where the applicant is
currently enrolled in.

Certification:
Certificates will be issued by the Ministry to the Interns on the
completion of internship and submission of Report duly
countersigned and accepted by the Competent Authority

Placement:
Every batch of Interns or individual Interns, as the case may be,
will have a Scientific/Technical Project Supervisor/Mentor from
the Ministry. (ii) The internship is neither an employment nor an
assurance of an employment with the Ministry



Landscape of CSR IT skilling 

Corporate Initiative summary Courses offered/Innovation Execution details

IBM Skills Build is a digital platform developed by IBM

enabling holistic learning and aligning it

with Skills India initiative by Government of India. They

will learn basics about digital technologies and

communication in collaboration with Ministry of Skill

Development & Entrepreneurship (MSDE)

Diploma in IT, Networking,

cloud computing & building

skills in AI

Content – Created & designed

by IBM

Training Centers – ITI (Industrial

Training Institutes) & NSTI

(National Skill Training

Institutes)

TCS Partnered with the NSDC to provide its training

partners access to digital skilling tools using TCS' iON

Digital Glass Room. Digital Glass Room is a web-based

digital education platform that empowers educators to

engage with students in real-time by uploading and

sharing their own lessons. A virtual learning platform,

free of cost to educational institutes across the

country

Courses - Web application

security, AI with Python, SQL,

Angularjs, C programming, R

and machine learning

fundamentals

Content - Created by TCS

Training centres - Universities,

colleges, schools registered

under Skill Build programme

IT skilling in India



Landscape of CSR IT skilling 

Corporate Initiative summary Courses offered/Innovation Execution details

Wipro Partnered with the NASSCOM to provide training to 

students across 30-40 engineering colleges in India 

through Future Skills programme under Wipro’s 

talent next initiative for new age technologies.

Courses - AI, Big data, Cloud 

computing, cybersecurity, 

Internet of things.

Content – Co-created by Wipro 

& NASSCOM’s IT/ITES Sector 

Skill Council

Training centres – Engineering 

colleges shortlisted by 

NASSCOM & Wipro under the 

programme

JPM Chase Partnered with the world bank, under the initiative

called as Skills & Training in schools endeavour to

work with government, non-profit organizations to

train workforce on information technology enabled

services.

Courses – Technology 

interventions in the field of 

agriculture, water & sanitation, 

education & skills.

Content – Created by JP Chase 

& World Bank team

Training centres – Digital 

Academy set up in conjunction 

with CapGemini

IT skilling in India



Landscape of CSR IT skilling 

Corporate Initiative summary Courses offered/Innovation Execution details

Infosys Building a new generation of learning and development 

infrastructure to support the training and reskilling 

needs of their employees in a digitally disruptive world. 

Infosys responding to this phenomenon via online 

learning platforms complementing these learning 

initiatives is the through their Global Education Centre.

Courses – Relevant technology 

interventions.

Content – Created by Infosys 

team

Training centres – Global 

Education Centre, Karnataka

HCL Partnered with organizations namely Aegon, asset 

management firm to support and drive digital 

transformation.

Courses – Specifically AI, 

Robotics based interventions.

Content – Created by HCL 

technologies team

Training centres – Shiv Nadar 

Foundation

Amazon Partnered with NSDC (National Skills Development 

Corporation) using digital platforms to engage 

students and trainees of NSDC training partner 

organizations, Kendra’s and centres.

Courses – Specifically web 

services Node, Python, C#, Java.

Content – Created by Amazon 

team

Training centres – Skilling 

partner organizations under the 

ambit of NSDC

IT skilling in India



7. Key findings 

on the three cities studied 



7. 1

Mumbai

Financial capital



Mumbai Financial capital of India 

Location of most IT companies :
- Navi Mumbai

With more than 1000 companies that work in the Banking, financial
services and insurance (BFSI) sector, Mumbai is the financial capital
of India.

This leads to a specific kind of needs in terms of skills:
- Data science/Big data Analytics

Crucial skill for BFSI companies, in order to target their offer
and understand their clientele

- Cloud administering
Essential for storing and managing data

- Cybersecurity
Priority for BFSI companies, as they are daily led to
manipulate sensitive and confidential data

- Blockchain
Seems to be the skill of the future to reduce fraud in the
financial sector

KEY LEARNINGS FROM INTERVIEWS AND VISITS :

Most demanded jobs :
From interviews, we noticed that there are job openings in
the companies in a variety of positions, the most common
being in the field of data administration and analytics,
web & mobile development, network security, and cloud
managing.

Non technical skills needed :
- Problem solving
- Agility
- Communication and English language
- Logical reasoning

Most used coding languages and technologies :
.net Java C++ HTML

Python R

MySQL Azure
AngularJS

Qlik Quest
For senior profiles : MongoDB/DynamoDB



Mumbai 

Location of most IT companies :
- Navi Mumbai

Coding languages to skills 



Mumbai 

Location of most IT companies :
- Navi Mumbai

Technologies to skills 



7. 2 Delhi, NCR

BPO and third party support 



Delhi, NCR

Location of BPO companies : 

Noida 

Gurgaon 

Delhi (some)

Outsourcing and third party support 

Delhi National Capital Region is home of a very high amount of
BPO, consulting and third party support companies.

As digital and technical skills continue to dominate the job.

India Workforce Report,’ by LinkedIn, which analyzed the
industry hiring trends in India. National Capital Region (Delhi,
Gurgaon, Noida) has emerged as the top city for taking up jobs
followed by Bangalore and Hyderabad.
These types of companies have needs in terms of :

- Hardware networking / Technical support
To maintain and resolve problems linked with their
partner companies’ network and material

- Web & mobile development
As many foreign companies outsource their application
or website development to Indian BPOs.

KEY LEARNINGS FROM INTERVIEWS AND VISITS :

Most demanded jobs :
Based on the interviews conducted during the study, we
note a significant need for Full stack developers,
Application developers and technical support officers.

Non technical skills needed :
- Communication / listening skills
- Analytical mind
- Learning ability
- Perseverance and precision

Most used coding languages and technologies:
HTML PHP

.net C++
CSS Python

Java Javascript
NodeJS Blueprism MySQL

JQuery

Up and coming technology :
Pega (CRM and BPM)



Delhi, NCR Coding languages to skills 



Delhi, NCR Coding languages to skills 



7. 3

Bangalore

IT hub 



Bengaluru IT hub and tech start-ups city

Bengaluru has the third-highest number of tech startups among

global cities after Silicon Valley and London.

Bengaluru:

- Leadership in “intelligent electronics" including AI,

Internet of Things (IoT), and 5G. For instance, Intel, which

has a strong presence in Bengaluru, set up its second-

largest design centre in the city last year to focus on new-

age technology areas including work for underlying

technology for 5G network.

- Shows a diversity and multiplicity of tech start ups

- is home to some of the country's biggest technology

companies (more than 1000 MNCs)

KEY LEARNINGS FROM INTERVIEWS AND VISITS :

Most demanded jobs :
From interviews and scanning of job portals, we understand
there is an important need for Web developers, as well as
for data scientists, Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning.

Non technical skills needed :
- Communication
- Confidence
- Problem solving
- Agility
- Data structure and algorithms

Most used coding languages and technologies :
C++ PHP

Javascript Java SQL
HTML
MySQL JQuery AngularJS ReacJS

MongoDB DynamoDB

Location of tech start ups : 
Koramangala

Indiranagar
Hosur-Sarjapur Road Layout 

MNCs : Whitefield 



Bengaluru Coding languages and technologies to skills 



Bengaluru Coding languages and technologies to skills 



8. Recruitment practices 



Recruitment practices 

Several channels used by corporates to source talent : 

- Employee referral 
An ideal way of recruiting for the companies but not sufficient. 

- Campus drives 
Companies can approach directly the colleges’ placement cells 
and organize campus recruitment drive. When they need a pool of 
candidates for different kinds of positions, it is efficient to work 
this way: 

- Soon to graduate student are selected through the 
college placement officer and then via their CV by the 
companies HR teams. 

- Group discussions are assessed on campus to select to 
final round candidates 

- Personal interview / both HR and technical 
Letter of engagement are mostly given on-site. 

- External head hunting companies (senior positions)

Hiring process : 

- Check of eligibility criteria. It may differ between
corporates but in most cases a degree is required, with a
minimum for completion (for SMEs : 50/60%, for MNCs:
70/80%)

- aptitude test : logic, general culture, etc
- technical tests
- group discussion : to assess the personality and

communication skills (generally on a actuality topic).
Example : in one of our on-site observations, in February
2020, in Vashi College, the topic was the coronavirus
spread, students had to discuss in groups of 4 to 5 people.

- rounds of interviews : HR and technical

Findings from interviews and visits : 

- Social media :
Linkedin
Facebook
Twitter

- Job portals : 
Naukri (most cited)
Shine 
Indeed 
Gurujobs

On-the-job training:

- Most companies (SMEs and MNCs alike) propose their
new employees a training before starting on the job, on
the domain and on the technologies that will be used by
the newcomer

- most companies also offer upskilling program, on specific
technologies, throughout the career.

Companies are fully aware of the skill gap, and are
developing techniques and models to improve their new
employees’ abilities.



9. Recommendations



Recommendations 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

- Underprivileged youth with 
a special focus on women 
and PWD.

We will explore the possibility of
implementing a short-term

remobilization training for PWD
before a long term training, as they
are generally more likely to have

experienced difficulties throughout
their educational journey.

We identified a strong obstacle to
the placement of undergraduate
trainees. This implies that at the
beginning of our project, we could
enroll a majority of graduates
coming from lower level colleges
(Tier 2, tier 3) to maintain our goal
of strong social impact.

OPTIONS FOR CURRICULUMS 

- Web & Mobile Development,
In response to the need for Fullstack
developers, UI/UX developers

- Data / Data AI,
In response to the need for managing,
storing, analysing & manipulating data
for companies

- CCNA,
In response to the need for hardware
and network technical support
expressed by BPO companies

MODALITIES 

- Intensive:
The trainees’ major concern is job
placement. Implementing a seven
month training might prove
difficult.
= 5 months training, 6 days a week.

- Internship
To conclude their training program,
the trainees will have to complete a
paid internship, in one of our
partner companies.

- Option of apprenticeship ?
Three months of training in the
centers and twelve months of on-
the-job training (+ one day of class
once a week)

With a strong advocacy strategy, we
can expect to overcome this difficulty

and enroll more undergraduates in the
trainings.



Recommendations 

Advocacy 

With regards to what has been observed, an advocacy
strategy in the frame of the knowledge partnership
should evoke these following issues :

- Digital inclusion and diversity in the digital jobs
- Women in tech and the advantages of hiring

more women at leading positions
- People with disability, making the workplace

inclusive, especially in IT roles
- The necessity to look past the degree in

recruiting processes and focusing on the skills

Recruitment practices 

As the majority of companies follow a model of
recruiting process logical tests, group discussions,
etc. There is a need to prepare candidates
specifically on these :

- Logical reasoning tests are available for
them to work on, or mock tests can be
conceived by retrieving old ones from
partner companies.

- Group discussions and debate should be
exercised during soft skills training

Active pedagogy 

To bridge the skills gap and in order to train fully efficient professionals, there is a need for hands-on and industry-

oriented training. The involvement of companies throughout the training project, as demonstrated by the Simplon

Quality Management Workflow, will allow trainees to access a level of skill and an in-depth understanding that is

expected by the corporates.
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Appendix

City Interlocutor Company # of employees Core business activity

Mumbai Anushree, HR LDS Technologies 150

Cloud infrastructure

MS Azure

Network security, firewalls, 

gateways

Mumbai Nayane, HR Cloudstrats 50+
IT services deriving into products

FMS cloud. Azure.

Mumbai Ankit, Lead Dev Essar Limited 7000+
Services and technology 

Insurance

Mumbai Kalpak, HR Sitel MNC

Global third party business 

service provider

Consulting, call center, analytics

Mumbai Ashish, HR Globant (Pune) 1200
IT services, Digital 

transformation

Mumbai HR AQM 850 Software testing

Delhi Sudeep, HR OBS 21000
B2B communication services, 

data storage, app development

Delhi Arun, HR ACT 7500 Internet service provider

Delhi

Maneesh, HR

Rajiv, CEO

Sumita, COO

Adaan 200 Outsourcing webdesign

Corporate interviews: list and details 



Appendix

City Interlocutor Company # of employees Core business activity

Delhi HR Binary Semantics 1000 Software development

Delhi Gaurav, HR Aforeserve 5000 IT services

Delhi HR Aditya 1000
Electronic surveillance 

company

Delhi HR Trignodev 35
Software development 

(outsourcing)

Delhi HR Uneecops technologies 1000

IT services

Hardware, software

Cloud

Delhi HR Precision galaxy 22000 IT services

Bangalore Sunil, HR Wipro 100k+ IT services

Bangalore Jitander, HR Société Générale MNC Banking company

Bangalore HR Cumulation technologies 35 Design, web development

Corporate interviews: list and details 
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